Service Technician - Belgium

Responsibilities








Operation and Maintenance services for both ground and roof mounted photovoltaic
installations
Fulfill all corrective and preventive maintenance tasks on several photovoltaic
installations
Site remote and local operation using existent remote monitoring tools (SCADA
systems)
Troubleshoot electrical, communication and mechanical systems
Prepare and maintain a rigorous and transparent document reporting process
Interpretation of documents like single line diagrams, electrical schematics, etc.
Assures the implementation, during the operation and maintenance, of the applicable
laws and standard requirements regarding Health, Safety and Environment.

Profile

Ikaros Solar,
Established in 2006, and one of the
top Belgian companies active in
the photovoltaic sector.

We offer photovoltaic solutions for
commercial buildings and
enterprises with references such
as Ikea, Philips, Carrefour and

















We offer




Janssen Pharmaceutica.
We are also distributor for

Technical professional electrical course (A2 Elektro-mechanica specialisatie Elektronica).
Minimum of 2 years’ Experience in Maintenance sector
Excel (data manipulation) and Word skills.
Ability to prioritise in a continually changing environment.
Ability to multi-task.
Understanding of construction methods and processes.
Excellent communication skills in both written & oral, face to face and telephone.
Strong analytical, planning & organisational skills.
Good knowledge of Dutch, English and French
High attention to detail needed
Excellent verbal and written communication skills
Ability and willingness to travel
Valid driver's license
BA4 and BA5 certificate (optional)
High worker/lifting platforms certificate (optional)



A financially stable company in a dynamic market environment
A company with respect for the environment and values sustainability
An interesting function with lots of variation in a framework that allows to take
initiative
Competitive salary with extra benefits

certified installers.

Interested?
Ikaros Solar has offices in Belgium
(Schoten), Great-Brittain (Wales)
Portugal(Lisbon), France (Paris)
and India (Mumbai).

Send your resume and motivation letter to:
José Pascoal
jose.pascoal@ikaros-solar.eu
T: +351 214 103 361
Ikaros Hemera
Miraflores Office Center
Av. das Túlipas n.º 6 – 6C I 1495-161 Algés I Portugal
www.ikaros-solar.eu

